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Marketing automation success requires more than just software. It takes strategy, 

creative, and the right team.  

Whether you are new to marketing automation or have a platform in place, in this

Guide, you’ll find the worksheets, examples, tips, and questionnaires we use with our 

clients. 

We recommend you use the following questionnaires and worksheets to 

answer these questions:

- Where are your marketing bottlenecks?

- How well are your Sales and Marketing departments cooperating?

- Have you defined your customer journey(s)?

  (For multiple target audiences, repeat the process for each one separately.)

1. What areas of your marketing funnel are consistently lacking volume, quality, 

    and/or attribution?

2. What other software do you use for marketing activities (CRM, HootSuite, etc.). 

    How are the activities tracked?

3. What marketing tasks are the most time consuming for you?

4. What marketing processes do you want to improve?

5. What defines marketing success in your company?
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Marketing Bottlenecks - Questionnaire

Marketing automation increased our efficiencies by removing 

much of the manual labor required for tasks like segmentation, 

sending emails, and keeping up with social media efforts.  

                 — RPS, Inc.
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Created through research of your target audience, personas include a mix of customers, 

prospects, and those outside of your database that might align with your target 

audience. It’s important to collect qualitative and quantitative data to paint a picture 

of your ideal customer, what they value, and how your product/service fits into their 

daily lives.

To create your personas, start by asking them the following questions:

1. What is your gender, age range, skills, title/role in the company, and 

    background information?

2. Can you make purchase decisions? 

3. What is your company/firmographic information?

4. What are your most important daily responsibilities? Daily office routine?

5. What obstacles make your life more difficult at work?

6. What would make your life easier?

7. What do you read daily and where do you get information that helps 

    you do a better job?  

1. Who is your ideal customer? (Demographics, firmographics, psychographics, etc.)  

    And what are they looking for? 

2. How would your products/services solve their problems?

3. How did they come to your company? How do they interact with your company?

4. Identify the most common objections your persona(s) will raise during the sales 

    process.

5. What education needs to take place to get someone from awareness to acquisition?

    From acquisition to advocacy?

6. What kind of information does your ideal customer need after purchase? 

    What communication do you have with them after they buy?

7. What marketing campaigns, workflows, offers, resources, funnels do you currently

    have in place? 

Continued
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Customer Journey - Questionnaire

Persona - Questionnaire
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1. Is the ideal customer the same for Sales and Marketing? If not, what’s different?

2. How effective is the hand-off of leads from Marketing to Sales? 

    Are the requirements clearly defined?

3. Would your Sales team agree on Marketing’s assessment of the effectiveness. Why (not)?

    Would Management agree with Marketing’s assessment?

4. Are there any other departments (Support, Operations) you’d like to involve in this 

    implementation? What would you need to ask them?

1. Which channels contribute to your current customer acquisitions?

2. What content contributes to your current customer acquisitions?

3. What are the general steps your current customers took to become customers?

4. Based on the earlier assessment of your marketing processes, how would you

    change your lead scoring model to improve these processes?
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Sales and Marketing - Questionnaire

Lead Scoring - Questionnaire

75% of organizations benefit from having in-house resources 

collaborate with outsourced specialists to optimize marketing 

effectiveness.  — Ascend2 Research

Continued
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Marketing Bottlenecks - Worksheet
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Phase                     Awareness    Consideration    Acquisition    Loyalty    Advocacy

STEPS

How do you know

that a prospect is 

in a particular

phase?

What actions are 

they taking in that

phase? 

Form submits? 

Asset downloads? 

Email opens?

How do you know

when they move

from one phase

to another?

MEASUREMENT

How are prospects’

movements tracked? 

Untrackable areas?

How are email opens, 

asset downloads, 

and form submits

tracked?

EXAMPLE

Prospect visits

web page from

social media

post.

EXAMPLE

Prospect submits

form on landing

page to 

download

tip sheet.

EXAMPLE

Prospect views

demo with 

sales rep.

EXAMPLE

NA

EXAMPLE

NA
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Marketing Bottlenecks - Worksheet

Let’s review your current marketing processes  — what’s generating traffic, leads, and 

conversions — and see where the bottlenecks lie.
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To ensure you provide your Sales team with right leads at the right time, Marketing 

and Sales should develop the lead scoring model together. 

To start, audit your sales-ready prospects and customers who have recently closed to

learn their activities and behaviors. (Example: did 70% of your customers come from 

one lead campaign or lead magnet? Did they schedule a call with your sales team?)

As you clarify the type of leads that Sales prefers, you’ll be able to assign points to lead

characteristics like attributes, activity and engagement. Like campaigns, lead scoring is 

not a set it and forget it effort. After the initial set up, you’ll need to continue to 

evaluate your model and adjust it accordingly. Remember, Sales always prefers better 

qualified leads versus a higher quantity of leads.

PROFILE SCORE

This category helps you determine which contacts are a good fit for your Sales team. 

The Profile Score rules apply only once. (Example: when your contact enters a specific list 

based on their form submission, their score will be assigned.)

Make sure each contact has the attributes you’re looking for: job title, company size, 

industry. You can set up the rules to add points for attributes you prefer, and subtract 

points for attributes that don’t work for your business.

BEHAVIOR SCORE

The Behavior Score shows you the contact’s activity. You’ll be able to identify implicit 

activity by your contact. (Example: the contact browses certain web pages.)

Depending on your scoring model, Sales might want to reach out to a contact based on 

their behavior. (Example: if a contact visits a pricing page on your website.) Behavior 

Scores are applied for every action taken, so they can be applied multiple times.

ENGAGEMENT SCORE

This Score helps you identify explicit actions taken by your contacts and are potentially 

more valuable than implicit actions. A highly-engaged contact is expressing interest in 

your content. (Example: a form submit, clicking a link in an email.) Engagement Scores 

apply every time an action takes place.
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Lead Scoring - Worksheets
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Lead Scoring - WorksheetsPercentile of Prospects

90th Percentile

70th Percentile

40th Percentile

Average Score

Profile (Examples)

Decision Maker

Influencer

User

Activity (Examples)

Profile Score  (Examples)

Attribute: Decision Maker

Behavior Score

Activity: Visited web page.

Engagement Score

Activity: Scheduled a demo through a form submit.

Score

Used website ROI Calculator.

Viewed pricing page.

Attended a webinar.

10 points

 2 points

25 points

Percentile of Prospects

90th Percentile

70th Percentile

40th Percentile

Average Score

Profile (Examples)

Decision Maker

Influencer

User

Activity (Examples)

Profile Score  (Examples)

Attribute: Decision Maker

Behavior Score

Activity: Visited web page.

Engagement Score

Activity: Scheduled a demo through a form submit.

Score

Used website ROI Calculator.

Viewed pricing page.

Attended a webinar.

10 points

 2 points

25 points

ENGAGEMENT SCORE (Continued)

All three categories: Profile, Behavior, and Engagement Scores give you an understanding

of how well a contact fits your ideal customer profile, how active they are on your website, 

and how engaged they are with your content and business. You can have automated alerts 

sent to your Sales reps to reach out to contacts based upon your scoring rules.

Customer Journey - Worksheet

Marketing Automation is the engine of your lead generation strategy, and great content is 

the fuel. The best way to create great content is by knowing your prospects and customers, 

and mapping your content to their journeys. 

Each stage of the customer journey represents a prospect’s state of mind. The Customer

Journey Worksheet will walk you through the stages of the Customer Journey allowing you 

to see things through the eyes of the customer. To win business, make sure your content 

addresses the customers’ needs and mindset. 
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Phase                      Awareness    Consideration    Acquisition    Loyalty    Advocacy

ACTIONS

What is the 
customer doing?
Where are they 
looking for answers?

CONTEXT

What do you know 
about them at this
point? 

QUESTIONS

What is the customer 
thinking?

MOTIVATIONS

What is the customer 
feeling? Their goals 
and desires?

BRAND
RELATIONSHIP

What are the touch-
points and barriers?

EXAMPLE

Prospect 
visits blog 
from Facebook
link.

EXAMPLE

Prospect submits
form to 
download 
tip sheet.

EXAMPLE

Prospect 
schedules a 
demo through
form submit.

EXAMPLE

Customer 
refers
new client.

EXAMPLE

Customer
submits
testimonial.

EXAMPLES

Prospect 
visits blog 
from Facebook
link.

IP address
and tracking
link.

Interest in
content.

Unknown

Social media
and website.
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. . .

Aligning customer marketing and Marketing Automation strategies can be challenging 

and time consuming. The right Marketing Automation platform and experienced 

external resource will streamline and simplify the process, ensuring that your Marketing 

Automation strategy is on-point, on-budget, implemented properly and optimized 

for success.

To learn how to leverage Marketing Automation to generate more 
revenue, contact Lori Berson at 877.447.0134, x111 or 
lberson@BersonDeanStevens.com.

Customer Journey - Worksheet
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BersonDeanStevens has been a recognized brand strategy and marketing leader for 

over 25 years, including a decade in Marketing Automation. We work in partnership 

with you to differentiate your brand and achieve your business goals. 

TRUSTED BY
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